RELAIS ET CHATEAUX VILLA CRESPI
THE BEST ITALIAN RESTAURANT IN THE WORLD FOR
TRIPADVISOR READERS

Villa Crespi, Considered the World’s Best Italian Restaurant
Villa Crespi is a dream in some people’s minds. Yet, there are days when reality is so much more than
a simple dream and this is, without a doubt, one of those such days. Why do you ask? Well, TripAdvisor
has named Villa Crespi as the third best restaurant in the world.
Villa Crespi is not only the third best in the world, it is also the second best in Europe!
For the first time in its history, Villa Crespi has become an international success. And so are the dreams
of all those who look after it each and every day; from Cinzia and Antonino Cannavacciuolo to the
maître Massimo Raugi, from Stefania Siani, the General Manager, to the sous-chefs Simone Corbo and
Gabriele Tatzi as well as the staff in the kitchen and in the office.
TripAdvisor: The Absolute Truth
Villa Crespi’s Family has achieved an important goal together. TripAdvisor represents the most
democratic voice of haute cuisine.
On TripAdvisor, “Get the Truth, Then Go” reflects the users extremely different and honest opinions.
And in this case, the reality is that Villa Crespi represents world-class excellence.
“TRB Hutong” in Beijing and “Epicure” in Paris are the only restaurants placing before Antonino
Cannavacciuolo on the list.

Becoming the 3rd Best Restaurant in the world after twenty successful years.
During Villa Crespi's twentieth anniversary year, another great result has been achieved by Cinzia and
Antonino Cannavacciuolo. Upon hearing the exciting news, they said:
“We are very proud and satisfied with this accomplishment. Over the past few years, our presence
abroad has become even greater and we'd like to thank all those who have chosen to sit at our table
and have rewarded us with a favorable review. We want to share this wonderful moment with all our
collaborators. Without them we would not have been able to attain such prestigious achievements.”
There’s no choice but to wait and see what future success are in store for the Cannavacciuolo and
Primatesta Family. Considering how the last couple of years have been, we can be sure they will not
disappoint us.

www.villacrespi.it

For reservations:
Relais et Chateaux Villa Crespi
Orta San Giulio (Novara)
Tel +39 0322 911902
info@villacrespi.it
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